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Intimations 

 
Coronavirus Impact 

We seek to follow government and medical advice regarding the 
Coronavirus pandemic, especially aware that many vulnerable people 

engage with congregational life in a number of ways.  We are beginning 
by postponing or cancelling certain events, groups, and gatherings in 

order to avoid unnecessary contact between people.  We are especially 
concerned with those times when the handling and sharing of food is 

involved.  A handout is available today, but we ask that you follow 

guidelines given on the media, and also on the Church of Scotland 
website, especially regarding handwashing and staying away from events 

such as worship if you are displaying any symptoms.  Advice is changing 
frequently and your Interim Minister and Elders, as Trustees, will have to 

make some difficult decisions but always in the interests of the health of 
all who come and go from our buildings and events.  This is a new 

situation for us all. 
 

Communion 

Events such as Holy Communion when bread and wine are shared are 

currently being addressed.  This lies at the heart of our faith and 

congregational life, but we must look at celebrating in a quite different 

way, or postponing Communion Services in the meantime.  This will 

impact firstly on our Holy Week Communion planned for Thursday 9th 

April In Newlands Church.  A form of worship may go ahead but we will 

let you know. 

The Lent Series: Discovering Our Way 

We have decided to postpone the next three evenings due on 19 & 26 
March and 2 April and hold them at a later date.  They will NOT go ahead 

on those dates.  The first two evenings were enjoyed, and we hope, 
offered something to reflect on for Lent and beyond. 

 
CoSy Café, Baby Brunch, Table Tennis and Guid Blethers 

All these church organised activities are postponed for the time being. 
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